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War card game javascript

Gran Håndværk uses cookies to give you a great user experience. By using The Spruce Crafts, you agree to our use of cookies. I'm trying to make a JavaScript game like Genghis Khan except tiled and simple as Conway's Game of Life it sounds simple, but I can't figure out how to start. any help would
be very apriciated: failCLSecho you do not have as many troops!!!!! pausegoto ready:goclsset /a enemy=%random%if %army% lss %enemy% (goto loss) else if %army% gtr % enemy% (goto win) else if %army% equ %enemy% (goto tie):winecho congrats you won!!! echo the enemy team had
%enemy% troopsecho you gained $30000echo you loss %army% troops howeverset /a troops=%troops%-%enemy%set /a money=%money+30000set /a ammn=%army%+%ammn%pausegoto menu:lossecho you lost the battle you lost %army% troops and $1000echo the enemy team had %enemy%
troops set /a troops=%troops%-%army% set /a money=%money%-20000 set /a ammn=%army%+%ammn% set /a monn=%monn%+20000 pause goto menu:paycls echo you have %troops% echo how many would you like to buy echo A) 1000 ($500) echo B) 5000($1000) echo C) 10000 ($1500) set /p
choice= if '%choice%' == 'a' goto 1000 if '%choice%' == 'A' goto 1000 if '%choice%' == 'b' goto 5000 if '%choice%' == 'B' goto 5000 if '%choice%' == 'c' goto 10000 if '%choice%' == 'C' goto 10000:1000cls echo you gained 1000 troops for the price of $500 set /a troops=%troops%+1000 set /a
money=%money%-500 set /a monn=%monn%+500 pause goto menu:5000CLS echo you gained 5000 troops for the price of $ 1000 set / a troops = %troops%+5000 set / one money = %money%-1000 set / a monn = %monn%monn%+1000 break goto menu:10000CLS echo you got 10,000 troops for
the price of $1500 set / a troop = %troops%+10000 set / a money = % money%-1500 set / a monn = %monn%monn%+1500 break goto menu [Photo: Harry Mylonadis on Kickstarter] Tired of sitting alone on a Friday night programming and attending boring lectures on NP-Complete Reductions while all
your friends are out at happy hour? You're not alone, we're nerds, and we don't know any better. But thanks to computer engineer Harry Mylonadis, you and your fellow geeks may soon meet on the lonely Friday nights and play CPU Wars. It's probably the most geeky card game ever invented. Like many
other card games out there, CPU Wars is a match for the cards with the most points, or in this case, CPU with highet specs. This is also known as a Trump card - a card that surpasses all the other cards being played. To play CPU Wars, the deck of 30 cards is evenly distributed between players -
preferably 2-3, but as many as 6 can play. Next, each player takes their turn and chooses a card that they believe has the highest value. The CPUs have a measurable value or spec, such as the maximum CPU speed and the maximum number of transistors. Mylonadis says the game is lots of fun, it has
a bit of strategy and can be played during a break or over a coffee. According to Harry, after months of collecting CPUs, analyzing specs, and designing design CPU Wars is ready to print. But tha is where he needs help: He's seeking at least $3,500 on Kickstarter to begin production. If you are willing to
contribute there, Harry offers all kinds of rewards for your promises, including your very own CPU Wars card game. And if your really generous, you will actually get a CPU that Mylonadis used to make the game. As of this writing, Harry has raised just over $1000 with three weeks to go. Update, Dec 2,
2011: Harry met his kickstarter goal for CPU Wars – we look forward to seeing this game come true! [Harry Mylonadis on Kickstarter] Follow James Mulroy on Twitter and on StumbleUpon for the latest in microbe, dinosaur and death ray news. Get more GeekTech: Twitter - Facebook - RSS | Tip us from
Note: When you buy something after clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; you can read more about our review process here. We may receive
commission on purchases made from our selected links. Whether you're looking for a fun activity with friends, a new way to pass the time on a group of Zoom calls, or a screen-free way to keep kids entertained on a road trip, it makes sense to have a few card games in your game collection. Although
some popular tires have definitely NSFW content that you want to skip if you play with kids, many companies now make multiple versions of the same game for different audiences. You can also edit the pile a bit before you play, removing some of the cards they may find inappropriate- it's also a good idea
if you use one of these games as a team building event for colleagues. Here are the best card games available online. This engaging game, designed for four to ten players, is flexible and fun. The pile is divided into red cards (which show people, places, things and events) and green, which have
adjectives. To play, the referee flips over the top green card, and the other players must put a red card that best suits the green in play. The adjective risky, for example, can be used to make sure that the adjective is more important. The referee chooses the best suggestion and that the player earns a
green card and gets to judge next. (To win the game, you must earn a certain number of green cards.) Note that it is okay if the cards do not fit together perfectly, as the point is to impress the referee, and that can mean creating a fun or scandalous combination. Players are also allowed to lobby for their
selections, which can lead to lively banter. The original Apples for Apples is recommended for children aged 12 and up, but Mattel also makes an Apples to Apples Junior Edition for children ages 9 and older. Younger children can play if they have a parent or sibling to help them read. There is no doubt
that people are serious about exploding kittens, which are recommended children eight and older, but the concept is simple enough that younger children will also be able to easily understand it. On press time, this fast-paced game had nearly 28,000 mostly positive Amazon reviews. Families love it
because it's easy to teach and not too much of a time commitment: Rounds take about 15 minutes each and can be played with two to five people. And as long as you steer clear of the NSFW expansion package, the subject matter is pretty tame (but be prepared for some potty humor). The game looks
like Russian roulette and players draw cards from a pile, hoping to avoid the exploding kitten cards that would get them knocked out. To keep things interesting, you can avoid this sudden death by playing cards like defus, move, or skip a ride. As one parent of a six-year-old said: It took a little bit of
explaining and coaching to get the kids up to speed, but after they ruled the table. Game creators recommend ages 7 and up, but age is less relevant than temperament. - Danielle Centoni, Product Tester Although many of the popular card games can be played with only two people, this one was specially
designed for couples. (Some swear it makes a big date-night replacement in quarantine.) The cards are divided into three sets based on the degree of closeness between players: Speak, flirt and dare. The premise is simple: Players take turns choosing a card and asking their partner to either answer a
question or complete a wipe. The talk questions are more straightforward (If you were a blogger, what would you write about?), the flirting ones promote intimacy (Which of your partner's outfits is your favorite?), and dry decks offer suggestions for direct actions (like giving massages or s selfiesnapping).
The voice cards can also be customized as a pageant to be played with couples who are close friends, giving each duo the chance to show how well they know each other (think Newlywed Game). For decades, this popular card game has taught kids as young as four to take turns, play honestly (no one
lie about what you have in your hand!), and practice graceful win and lose. These maps from Chronicle Books are illustrated by beloved Japanese author Tarō Gomi and have quirky sea creatures like a Shooting Starfish (which has a comet-like tail) and Cutlery Crab (the claws are a knife and fork). The
deck comes with 40 cards and a sturdy metal can that lasts much better than the typical plastic-coated box. This eye-catching, beautifully illustrated game is designed for two to eight players. Your goal? Build an army of seven unicorns as you use action cards to block your opponents from making
progress. Although it has been compared to exploding kittens (probably in part because of the playful animal theme), many reviewers felt that the game requires even more creative strategy as you are less likely to be saved by luck. Although it is recommended for children aged 14 and older, agreed that
younger children could also enjoy it as long as they understood the rules clearly. Expansion packages are sold separately and include similarly quirky themes such as dragons, rainbows and llamas. Dixit is ideal for gatherings because it encourages guests to open up to each other as they create
imaginative stories - it's also a flexible option that works if you have a mix of children and adults on the guest list. Players take turns telling short vignettes based on map images, and the others are supposed to guess which card inspired the tale. Each round takes about half an hour, and although Dixit is
suitable for two to six players, it can be scaled up if you create teams and add expansion packs. The beautiful maps are ideal for storytelling because they have an enchanting, art-like feel created by illustrator and game designer Marie Cardouat. Images include a rabbit wearing an armor, a castle
attached to a hot air balloon, and a traveler under a night sky. This challenging, entertaining live-action card game from the designers of Forbidden Island also features elements of a board game, as the cards are laid out to look like a desert. It's a collaborative experience where all players work together
to escape the desert by finding a helicopter that has been buried under a sandstorm. Water and other resources are scarce, and players each have different strengths they can bring to the mission. They must work together and plan to collect water and various pieces of equipment, as the maps move
around as sand would in the real life desert. The overall design is refreshingly free of stereotypical male and female images: The character roles are described using text and a few icons, and even the game pieces are simply done in solid colors (picture a small chess pawn). Forbidden Desert is designed
for two to five players and for children aged 10 and older, although younger children will be able to keep up if they have an adult to help them, and the content is extremely family friendly. Because the content is pretty neutral and players are expected to interact, it would also be a good fit for an icebreaker
at a work event. Each round takes about 45 minutes, so it won't take a whole evening. Final verdict For a card game that is flexible, fun and easy to play, we recommend Apples to Apples (see on Amazon). It's for four or ten players, so it's a good opportunity for bigger groups. If you're looking for a game
specifically designed for kids, Tarō Gomi Go Fish (view on Amazon) is a classic option that features colorful and quirky designs on each card that the little ones will love. Love.
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